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Abstract 

The holy shrine o['Panagia (Saint .i\!faria) Goritsis is located in a cave on the outer 
limits 0[' the city (~[' Volos, on the coastline. The stability problerns caused by the 
loosening o['the rockmass and the expansion ofthe joints generated issues about the 
safety o['the numerous worshippers Visiting the church evef'Y day. 
The cave is loc(!ted into the Middle Triassic - Upper Jurassic marbles of the 
Pelagonian zone. Thefragmentation o/the rockmass along the tl'\lojaults intersect
ing the slope until the coastline, combined with the weathering action of waves led 
to theformation ofthe cave. Although the action of the waves was cut o['by the con
structioN o/the narthex and the surrounding buildings, the stabili~}' problems of the 
cave are intensified by the dynamic Loading 0[' the roof The ceiling 0[' cave is lo
cated I to 3 metres under the national road and the raiLway line cQnnecting Volos 
1vith Agio. 
The selection of the proper support measures was complicated. The limited space, 
the small depth and most 0[' all the religious and the historical vaLue 0[' the cave led 
to the selection o/light support measures combined with the imposition o/restriction 
for the reduction afthe dynarnic and the static loading. 
Key words: Religious monument, rockmass loosening, rockfalls. 

nEpiArJqJrJ 

To !cpo flpomdJvlJWJ. H:w;aiov fJeOTOKOV Topiwf7( E:VTOlrf(C:To.l CiC (J7rllAO.lO CiTo. Opl.o. 
TJ1( lrOA1le; TOV BOAOO, Ko.Ta. j11KOe; TIJe; (J,/(TOypa.JIVr,S', To, lrpOjJA7j,UrJ.W WUTa.{)E:W( 71:0V 
i:y'ovv lrpoKAI}{)c:i mro TIJ Xo.}JI.pWCiIJ TIJe; jJpo.XOJ.1.a.~-w; KO,l Tl7 ,)lE:IJpVV<71J TWV am)vE:XE:lWV 
(51Jj1lovPYlJao.v (r,TlJfl(J, o.VWpOpZKa. JIE: TI}V (J,arp6J£lo. TWV lrOAVa.PI{}flWV 71:pomevvllTwv 
lrOD C7rlaKt71:W VTm TO Vo.O. 
To Cim]Amo l:vTOn[(crw evro;- nuv A1E:CiW TpWC)IKcI)V - Avw [oopo.alla»v j1o.PWJ.pwv 
Tr/e; fldo.yovIKr,( (CDVIK 0 KaTWCcpj1o.Tlaj10e; TIJe; {fpo.xopa.(o.s' Ko.ro. j1r,fCOe; T(I)V Juo 
pryYJIIJ.rWV 71:0V ri:j1VOOV TO 1Cpa.vte; CiT'7 {}E:ml roo a7fIJAoJov, aE: CiVV(jVCWpo j1E: TJ} ,)/(j,

{fPWTlKlj (jpa.al7 TOJ]! KUj1aTOJv Ka.80pw(J,v TOV j1J1Xa.V/.IJj1V ytvw1le; TOV Ci71:17Ao.iov. flo.po
),0 nov 17 (5pa.ary TOJV KVpa.TOJV E:XCl ll')"<iov ava.UToJ..E:i TO: ll'PO{fAlj,uo.W {J.(n:6{)c/m; roo 
(J7[ry),o.iou txouv fVW{}E:i cc;wTio;- TIJ;- (5vVo.fllTcr,C; rp6pnaJ}e; Trye; opoqJlje; TOV. H oporpr, 
TOV (J7[1J}.o.ioo {fpiaKfT(J.I I fo)s- 3 m KaTOJ 071:0 TOV C{}V1K/J 6popo Iml IIJ al(jrypoJpoplKlj 
ypOj1J17j lrOU avv6E:ovv TO BOAO w: TJ7V AYIO. 
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H S7rlAOYI7 TCUV KcmiAA!7AWV JliTpOJll V7r.OmJ7PJ(11i:; llmv 7rO)JJ7rAOK!7. 0 m=:pLOplC5/JivOi:; 
XdJpO!;, TO PIKPO fJa.Bo!; 0),),0: Kvpiox; 'I BP'lCJKWTlKr, KCJ,I IOTOPIK!7 o.C:io. TOV j.lvJUIE:iou 
o<'511YJwav mlJv E:7rlAOYI7 f/7<1())V ,uiTpCUIJ 7rpom(J.(5io.!;, m: C5vv<'5va(Jpo pE: TYfV f.7rlfJ01cI7 7r.c
pIOpl(JpWV)'lo. TlJ WlCU(JIJ T'I!; (jvvaPilo7C;; rp6pTlulJC; TYfi:; oPOrp11C;. 
AiC;crc; Khu5uJ: ep!7(JKcVTIKo. pVIJWio., xo.J.J.r.POJ(J}J {Jpa;:opa.(c({:;, KUT(J.7["[Wuw; !3pa.Xo)\J. 

1. Introduction 

Limestones and marbles occupy almost 20 % of the Greek dominion (Koukis et at. 2005). The 
numerous caves formed in those fOffilations, mainly due to the karstic weathering and secondarily 
due to the tectonic fragmentation of the rock mass, quite often are occupied by monuments. 

The stability problems occurring in those caves usually cause damages to the monuments and 
prevent people from visiting them. Despite that, those problems are handled with difficultly due to 
the restrictions arising from the monumental character of the sites. 

The holy shrine of Panagia (Saint Maria) Goritsis is a typical example of religious monument 
located into a cave appearing stability problems. The description of the geomorphological and the 
geological conditions of the site, the description or the stability problems and the presentation of 
the proposed support measures can be a useful reference for the confrontation of similar situations. 

2. Geomorphological settings 

The holy shrine of Panagia (Saint Maria) Goritsis is located in a cave on the south-eastern outer 
limits of the city of Volos. As presenled in the satellite picture of figure I, it is placed on the 
coastline, along the foot of Pillion Mountain. 

The geomorphological settings of the surrounding area are completely altered by the human 
activities. Several buildings, including the nalthex, and a pier have been constructed across the 
coastline (Fig. 2). The national road and the railway line connecting Volos with Agia are crossing 
a few meters over the cave's ceiling (Fig. 3). Further more; an extremely large abandoned quany 
is located over the cave, across the national road. This quany was active for more than len years 
during the '70's and the '80's. 

Based on the above mentioned geomorphological settings it can be easily understood that the cave, 
during the last century, operates in an environment of intensive dynamic loading. 

3. Geological settings 

The cave is located into the Middle Triassic - Upper Jurassic marbles with a locally intercalated 
horizon consisting of calcite schists (1.G.ME 1986, LG.M.E. 1987, MountTakis 1987). The 
marbles are medium - bedded and locally thick - bedded to massive, of white-grey to hlack grey 
colour, with no karstic w·eathering. 

The marbles hosting the cave are thick - bedded. The orientation settings of the bedding surfaces 
are 245!25 and they appear very low spacing (15-25 cm). The geological mapping (Loupasakis and 
Nikolaou 2005) revealed the existence of two major joint sets, which affect intensively the 
mechanical behaviour of the rock mass. The orientation settings of those joints' sets are Ii: 328/81 
a.nd h 68/82. Those joints appear to have low to very low persistence « 1,5 m) and low spacing 
(1-2 m). They have no separation and; concerning their roughness, they can be characterised as 
lightly Tough planar. Note that all discontinuities are completely healed by calci tic materials. As 
presented in figure 5, the joints and the bedding cause slab jointing of the rock mass. 

The cave is intersected by two faults, F I: 334/82 and F2: 315/70 (Fig. 4). The generation 
mechanism of the cave is related directly with the existence of those faults. As mentioned before 
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Figure 1 - Satellite images presenting the loca tion of the holy Shrine of Panagia Goritsis 

this cave is not a product of the karstic weathering of the marbles. The waves acted on the 
mechanically strained rock mass, along the faults, and led to the excavation of the cave. 

Those faults appear very wide separation and, concerning their roughness, they can be 
characterised as rough planar to undulating (l.S.R.M. 1981). Further more, mylonitic material 
(crush breccia) was located along the faults. 

4. Disruption of the cave 

The holy shrine consists of two major sections, the section sited into the cave and the narthex 
coustructed in front of the caves exits, along the coastline. Note that, the exits of the cave coincide 
with the intersection of the faults with the slope face. Further more, the cave can be distingnished 
in five smaller sections (sections A, B, C, D and the Sanctuary), as the main chamber is divided in 
parts by three columns, natural or human made. Those columns provide the necessary support to 
the roof. The sections and the location of the columns are clearly presented at the top view of 
figure 4. 
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Figure 2 - Front view of the holy shrine. The coastline and the position of the national road 
are clearly presented 

Figure 3 - The national road and the railway line passing over the ceiling of the cave 
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Figure 4 - Top view of the holy shrine presenting the morphological and the geological 

settings of the cave 

Based on the stability of the roof, the cave can be distinguished in two main sections. The tirst one 
includes sections C, 0 and the Sanctuary and the second one the sections A and B. The main 
difference between the two sections is the distance between the ceiling of the cave and the level of 
the over crossing road. The inner section of the cave (consisting of sections C, 0 and the 
Sanctuary) is higher and as a result the marble layer on the ceiling is thin. On the contrary, the 
outer section of the cave (consisting of sections A and B) is sorter and the marble layer is much 
thicker. Generally, the height of the cave decrease rcspectively to the dip direction of the bedding 
and the thickness of the marble on the roof decrease proportionally to the height (Fig. 4). 

The inner section of the cave is already supported by remedial structures and the outer is almost 
unsupported. The roof of the outer section is formed by the bedding surfaces. 

The floor level of the cave is almost 50 cm under the floor level of the narthex. As mentioned 
before, the nalihex was constructed over the sea level in order to protect the cave from the waves. 
So, the cave traps the underground waters gushing out temporarily along the faults, causing the 
cave [0 Oood. For that reason the cave's floor is surrounded by a drainage channel leading the 
water to the sea. Before the installation of the church a temporary spring was located in the south 
comer of the cave at the "holy water spring" location (Fig. 4). 
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5. Stability Problems 

The reduced thickness of the marble layer on the ceiling of several sections caused, in the past, 
serious stability problems. Those problems were probably located during or right after the 
construction of the over crossing road and they led to the constmction of rigid arcs consisting of 
marble blocks and concrete. In figure 4 it is shown that those arcs extent only in the sections C, D 
and the Sanctuary. Sections C and D are separated by a column constructed in the middle of the 
inner section in order to decrease the span between the walls and in order to increase the bearing 
capacity of the arcs. The SanctuaJY, because of its reduced size, is supported only by one arc. The 
inner section of the cave is sufficiently supported by those arcs. The oversized columns, the 
reduced height of the cave and the reduced span of the arcs provide a stable and safe environment. 
No rock falls have been reported in this section of the cave. 

Those arcs are covered by stones of the surrounding marble, by wood or by hagiography and they 
fit completely with the interior of the holy shrine. Figure 5 presents a view of the ceiling on section 
D and on the Sanctuary (section D is covered by marble stones and the SanctuaJy is covered by 
wood). Also, figure 6 presents a side view of the arc covered by hagiography. 

The outer section of the cave is unsupported and the shape of the ceiling is completely formed by 
the bedding surfaces. Although that, the mechanical characteristics of the marble rock mass are 
velY good, the intersection of the cave's roof by the faults, the relatively large unsupported 
bedding plates and the extensive spans between the walls of the section generated several stability 
problems. 

According to the church-wardens, numerous small to medium size gravels failed from the ceiling 
during the last year, causing relatively small damages to the Door and to the pews of the church. 
Luckily no injuries were reported. Those gravels were detached from the areas surrounding the 
two faults and from the north western comer of section B (Fig. 7). Mylonitic materials or joints 
with very low spacing characterize the intensive fracturing of the rock mass in those areas. 

Except frol11 the areas with the intensive fracturing, there were located two areas where gradual 
bending of the bedding plates and proportional loosening of the rockmass along the bedding 
surfaces is observed. Those areas are located in the middle of wide unsupported arcs. The fnst one 
of the above mentioned arcs is located in the middle of section A and the second in the middle of 
the wedge located between sections A and B (Fig. 8). Although that, along the wedge a concrete 
column was constructed for the prevention of the loosening of the rock mass, the position and the 
orientation of the column did not efface the problem. The exact locations of all the above 
mentioned unstable areas are pointed on the top view of figure 9. 

The stability of the wedge does not appear to be a threat because it is supported by three columns. 
Two of them are constructed by concrete or by marble slones and concrete and the other one 
constitutes a natural extension of the wedge's marble. Those columns are clearly presented in 
[lgure 9. 

6. Proposed support measures 

The monumental character and the ecclesiastical use ofthe cave generate serious issues during the 
sclection of the proposed support and protection measures. Further more, the reduced thickness of 
the marble layer on the ceiling of the cave and the reduced inner space decreased much more the 
available options. It is obvious that, the application of SUppOlt measures similar to those applied to 
the underground constructions (metallic arcs, shotcrete etc.) was inconceivable. 
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Figure 5 - Ceiling view of the Sanctuary and of section D. Sections supported by rigid arcs 
coustructed by marble blocks and coucrete. The Sanctuary is covered additionally by wood 

Figure 6" Ceiling view of section A. Unsupported Section. This picture clearly presents a 
side view of the arc supporting section D, covered by hagiography 
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Figure 7 - Ceiling view of section B. Unsupported Section. The north western corner of the 
section, appeaTing the rock falls, is clearly presented 

Fignre 8 - View of the wedge formed by the fanlts intersecting the cave. The concrete column 
constructed for the support of the wedge is visible on the left side of the figure Ψηφιακή Βιβλιοθήκη Θεόφραστος - Τμήμα Γεωλογίας. Α.Π.Θ.
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F'igure 9 - Top view of the holy shrine preseuting the position of the unstable zones and the 
proposed support measures (Loupasakis aud Nikolaou 2005) 

The measures thal were finally proposed were aiming to the reduction of the dynamic loading of 
the cave's roof and lo the prevention of the rock falls and of the rock mass loosening (Loupasakis 
and Nikolaou 2005). Those measures cause the minimum possible disturbance to the shrine's 
iuterior and they were set out as follows. 

•	 Construction of one concrete column in the middle of each one of the two unsupported arcs, 
for the prevention of the rock mass loosening. The exact locations of the columns are 
presented in the top view of figure 9. 

•	 Systematic inspection and removal of the over hauging rock blocks, especially along the 
intensively fractured zones. The rock blocks must be removed without the imposition of 
force which can cause further loosening of the rock mass. 

•	 Application of soldering resins along the zones with the mylonitic materials. The intensive 
fracturing of the rock mass along the faults makes the hand collection of the blocks 
impossible. 
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•	 Installation and systematic observation of geodesic mark along the ceiling of the cave, for 
the prevention of large rock mass movements. Although that, the stability of the wedge 
does not appear to cause any problems, all extra precautional measures must be taken in 
order to reassure the safety of the numerous visitors. 

•	 Imposition of measures for the reduction of the over crossing vehicles' speed (warning 
traffic plates, speed control radars etc.). This measure aims to the reduction of the dynamic 
loading and the vibrations affecting the cave. Note that, because of the nearby industries the 
road is frequently crossed by heavy tracks. 

•	 Installation of antivibration layer along the section of the road and the railway line over 
crossing the cave. This measure, also, aims to the reduction of the dynamic loading and the 
vibrations affecting the cave. 

•	 Imposition of measures for the prohibition of the vehicles' parking over the cave 
(forbidding traffic plates etc.). This measure aims to the reduction of the static loading of 
the cave's roof. 

•	 Construction of an open channel drainage network along the road and the surrounding 
slopes for the reduction of the water infiltration. This measure aims to the reduction of the 
loosening and eroding effect of the infiltrated water. Also helps the prevention of the cave's 
flooding during the periods with intensive rainfalls. 

It is obvious that the proposed measures are a combination of light constructions, soft 
interventions and prohibitions aiming to the reduction of the stability problems. Those measures 
must be reconsidered if the stability problems increase despite their implementation. For example, 
the extension of the arcs to the inner (higher) parts of sections A and B is an acceptable stability 
measure, compatible with the ecclesiastical character of the cave, which can be applied in that case. 
Grouted rebar or bulged cables drilled from the road can be applied also. 

7. Conclusions 

From the above described combination of support and protection measures it is obvious that tJ1e 
stability problems of caves occupied by monuments, in many cases, can be treated in respect to the 
monuments' physiognomy. Although that, in some cases the stability problems are too intensive 
and the imposed protection measures alter the site, even then, procedures causing the minimum 
destruction can be applied. Engineering geology can help to this direction as the evaluation of the 
geological parameters leads to the selection of measures able to activate the available rock mass 
potentials and decrease the severeness ofthe suppOli measures. 
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